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Philip Glass (b. 1937): Concerto Fantasy 
for Two Timpanists and Orchestra
(arranged by Mark Lortz) (2000/2004)

Philip Glass is one of America’s more distinctive musical
voices. His studies included flute, piano, and composition,
the latter with William Bergsma and Vincent Persichetti at
The Juilliard School of Music. From 1964 to 1966 he
worked in Paris with Nadia Boulanger and collaborated with
artists in avant-garde theater and film. He transcribed for
Western musicians a film score by Indian sitar-player Ravi
Shankar, a task that caused Glass to consider seriously the
additive rhythmic procedures and dominance of smaller
note values in Hindi music. A trip to India followed, and in
the late 1960s Glass was back in New York City
participating in a musical scene that became known as
Minimalism, an aesthetic based upon concentrated
repetition of melodic and rhythmic motives within an
accessible harmonic framework, making it possible for
everyone to detect musical changes. Minimalists avoided
the extreme complexity associated with the musical avant-
garde. In the late 1960s and 1970s, Glass wrote many
works for varied ensembles, including his own group that
tended to include wind instruments and electronic
keyboards. His first opera was Einstein on the Beach
(1976), beginning a lifelong association with the genre. 

Like most composers associated with Minimalism,
Glass dislikes the label. He admits that his music includes
repetition, but the composer has manipulated his
materials differently as his career has progressed. His
pieces throughout the 1980s included considerably more
repetition than a listener would usually encounter in
Western music. In the last few decades, however, Glass’s
music has exhibited more localized variety, maintaining
repetition, but more strictly limiting how many times
individual ideas occur and allowing a greater feeling of
forward motion. Combined with his inherent lyricism,
diatonic harmonic sense and the great rhythmic interest of
his music, Glass continues to create memorable works in
his seventies. Since the late 1980s he has written a

number of concertos for a variety of solo instruments.
Glass composed the Concerto Fantasy for Two

Timpanists and Orchestra in 2000, in response to a
commission from timpanist Jonathan Haas and five
different ensembles. Mark Lortz, a percussionist,
composer, arranger, and band director at Stevenson
University in Maryland, did this fine arrangement for wind
ensemble in 2004. The transcription’s commission came
from five conservatory and university wind ensembles.
The work is in three movements and includes fascinating,
varied writing for solo timpanists and other percussionists.
The exciting first movement demonstrates Glass’
controlled use of repetition and the possibilities of timpani
as a solo instrument playing fast rhythms, sometimes
under lyrical lines in the winds. The second movement
builds gradually from activity in the timpani and other low
instruments to melodic material in the high winds, and
finally the faster notes one often associates with the
composer, returning to the depths at the close. The finale
opens with a lengthy improvised cadenza for each timpani
soloist, both concluding with composed material in other
percussion instruments, especially xylophone and tom-
toms. The material that follows the second timpanist’s
cadenza proceeds directly into the last, festive segment
for full ensemble, a rhythmic tour-de-force with frequent
interplay between 3+3+2 rumba rhythms and 7/8
measures, and memorable shifts of timbre between
soloists and various voices in the wind ensemble. 

Mohammed Fairouz (b. 1985): Symphony No. 4
‘In the Shadow of No Towers’ (2012) 

Born in 1985, Mohammed Fairouz is a prolific young
composer who has made numerous contributions to
several genres. His education took place at the New
England Conservatory of Music and Curtis Institute,
working with Gunther Schuller and Richard Danielpour,
and György Ligeti in Austria. Describing himself as
“obsessed with text,”1 Fairouz has great interest in vocal
music and has composed an opera, fourteen song cycles,
and many other songs. Some of his instrumental music,
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Mohammed Fairouz (b. 1985): Symphony No. 4 ‘In the Shadow of No Towers’

such as his symphonies, has also been inspired by literary
sources. Symphony No. 1 ‘Symphonic Aphorisms’ (2007),
was influenced by various authors and images, and
Symphony No. 3 ‘Poems and Prayers’ (2010) includes
Arabic, Aramaic and Hebrew texts and explores the
Middle East conflict. His first three symphonies are for
orchestra – the third also includes vocal soloists and
chorus – but Symphony No. 4 ‘In the Shadow of No
Towers’ (2012) is Fairouz’s first major piece for wind
ensemble. In fulfillment of a commission from Reach Out
Kansas, Inc. for the University of Kansas Wind Ensemble,
this new work premièred on 26 March, 2013, at Carnegie
Hall. Steve Smith, writing for The New York Times,
described the symphony as “…technically impressive,
consistently imaginative and in its finest stretches deeply
moving.”2 He predicted that the work might move beyond
the usual college circuit where wind ensemble music is
most often performed. Smith called the University of
Kansas Wind Ensemble “…one of America’s most
esteemed concert bands,” which performed at Carnegie
Hall “…with polish, assurance and copious spirit…”

Fairouz’s inspiration for his Fourth Symphony was a
comic book by Art Spiegelman that bears the same title.
Spiegelman began it shortly after the terrorist attacks on
September 11, 2001, capturing our horror and varied
reactions to the tragedy with provocative images and
statements. The artist has found himself “moved by the
scary, somber and seriously silly symphony” that Fairouz
composed, noting that they are different types of artists
but “equally obsessed with structure.”3 Fairouz had been
interested in writing a piece based on Spiegelman’s book
for several years, but hesitated to approach it because of
the work’s inevitably divisive nature. Each movement is a
faithful rendering of excerpts from Spiegelman and, as
will be shown, Fairouz does not shrink from controversy.
(Spiegelman’s panels that inspired the symphony may be
viewed at Fairouz’s website: mohammedfairouz.com/in-
the-shadow-of-no-towers/)

The first movement, The New Normal, draws its
inspiration from three Spiegelman panels that show a
family asleep in front of the television on 10 September, in
the same place but horrified on 11 September, and then
asleep again but with the calendar replaced with an
American flag and their hair still frazzled. Fairouz admits

that he depicted these frames “literally,” composing in
ternary form. The opening A section is based upon
layered, dissonant ostinati that seem to shift repeatedly
from one possibility to another. As the horror of 9/11 strikes
in the B section, constant rising scalewise passages in the
woodwinds clash with great chords in the brass as one
hears both towers fall, followed by many loud, dissonant
chords. The opening material returns but is momentarily
interrupted by a cataclysmic segment from the B section
and what the composer calls “a cold and quick funeral
march.” As the full return of A ensues, there are additional
ideas that do not quite fit, because after 9/11 much is
similar, but everything is also different.

Fairouz scored the first movement for the entire wind
ensemble, but he enters a striking new world in Notes of a
Heartbroken Narcissist, a telling evocation of the horror of
9/11 for our materialistic, self-centered society. Spiegelman
produced four frames, using a limited color palette, that show
a man staring in a mirror trying to figure out how he should
adjust his facial hair in the post-9/11 world, finally turning into
a rodent. Fairouz reacted to the grey scale by scoring for
timpani, three suspended cymbals, two sets of chimes, bass
drum, harp, piano, and double bass, completely eschewing
the traditional wind ensemble sound. Cymbal players set the
stage by scraping coins across the instruments: we are at
ground zero looking for remains and contemplating the
event. Sounds from the bass and low range of the piano
create a disturbing rumbling while chimes and harp provide
an elegiac element. Society might be narcissistic, but this is a
heartfelt lament for those who died in the attack.

The next panel from Spiegelman on which Fairouz
based his third movement depicts us at each other’s
political throats in the years following 9/11. He titled the
movement One Nation Under Two Flags: The United Red
States of America/The United Blue States of America,
dividing the wind ensemble into two groups and having
them play their music in savage counterpoint. The Red
group sounds jingoistic and the Blue group just plain angry.
Spiegelman called it a “martial schizo-scherzo,” and it
carries a savage, sarcastic air with tacky imitations of
patriotic marches and a central section where the two
groups begin to move together, but inconclusively, a
feeling that carries into the finale. Fairouz states that one of
his models is bombastically patriotic material that Stephen



Sondheim wrote for his show Pacific Overtures (1976).
Anniversaries, the finale, maintains the symphony’s

signature ambiguity. Two Spiegelman excerpts inspired it.
The first is six panels with a man commenting on how the
clocks restarted on 12 September, but the ticking was that of
a time-bomb that occasionally explodes, reminding New
Yorkers that life goes on. In the other three panels one of the
World Trade Center towers fades gradually into a ghostly
image, with text commenting on how they seem to grow
simultaneously larger than life and fade in memory. Fairouz
represents this with a ticking clock played throughout by
woodblocks, conceiving the finale so that a tempo of
quarter-note equal to 60 beats per minute makes it 9:11
long. Anniversaries builds constantly with ostinati coming
and going and material representing the towers returning
from the opening movement, but the finale, with a studied
lack of rhythmic variety, never reaches a sense of fruition.
The movement suggests that we endlessly remember the
attacks, but have yet to achieve closure, perhaps because,
as the scherzo notes, our chaotic reactions to the event
have failed to draw us together as a country.

About the symphony, Art Spiegelman noted:
“Mohammed Fairouz and I are both from different tribes

(though we are both thoroughly rooted cosmopolitan New
Yorkers). He belongs to the composer tribe (a group that
devotes itself to keeping time, while we comics artists find
ways to represent time spatially). Composers often don’t
share Mr. Fairouz’s interest in narrative (something that’s
just part of the job description for us cartoonists) but he and
I seem equally obsessed with structure in our respective
mediums – and clearly we both were shaken by the
tumbling structures that struck Ground Zero back in 2001.

“Though my idea of a wind ensemble is something
often made up of kazoos and jugs, I’m moved by the
scary, somber, and seriously silly symphony he has made
(especially that martial schizo-scherzo he built around
One Nation Under Two Flags!). I’m honored that the
composer found an echo in my work that allowed him to
strike a responsive chord and express his own complex
responses to post 9/11 America. He emerges from the
rubble with a very tony piece of high-brow cartoon music.”

Paul R. Laird, 
Professor of Musicology, University of Kansas

1 Telephone interview with Mohammed Fairouz, 19 December,
2012. All quotations from Fairouz came from this interview.

2 Steve Smith, “The Harsh and Haunting Winds of Sept. 11,” 
The New York Times, 29 March, 2013,
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/30/arts/music/university-of-kansas
wind-ensemble-at-carnegie-hall.html, consulted 29 August, 2013.

3 Art Spiegelman, “Note from Art Spiegelman,”
http://mohammedfairouz.com/in-the-shadow-of-no-towers/,
consulted 29 August, 2013. All quotations from Spiegelman came
from this source.

Philip Glass

Through his operas, symphonies, compositions for his own ensemble, and collaborations
with artists ranging from Twyla Tharp to Allen Ginsberg, and from Woody Allen to David
Bowie, Philip Glass has had an extraordinary and unprecedented impact upon the
musical and intellectual life of his times. His opera, The Perfect American, based on the
life of Walt Disney, premièred in January 2013 at Teatro Real Madrid and the English
National Opera. Another opera, The Lost, premièred at the Landestheater Linz in April
2013. His Ninth Symphony had its US première at Carnegie Hall on his 75th birthday in
2012, and his  Tenth Symphony premièred in France in August 2012. Current
commissions include the recently completed Two Movements for Four Pianos, String
Quartet No. 6 for the Kronos Quartet, an orchestral song cycle for Angelique Kidjo, and
an opera based on Franz Kafka’s The Trial.  www.philipglass.com

Mohammed Fairouz

Mohammed Fairouz, born in 1985, is one of the most frequently performed,
commissioned, and recorded composers of his generation. Hailed by The New York
Times as “an important new artistic voice” and by BBC World News as “one of the most
talented composers of his generation,” Fairouz integrates Middle-Eastern modes into
Western structures, to deeply expressive effect. His output encompasses virtually every
genre, including opera, symphonies, ensemble works, chamber and solo pieces, choral
settings, and more than a dozen song cycles. A selection of these works can be heard on
Naxos 8.559744. Commissions have come from Rachel Barton Pine, the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra, the Borromeo String Quartet, Imani Winds, the New York Festival
of Song, Da Capo Chamber Players, Cantus, and many others. Recent premières
include his first opera, Sumeida’s Song, and his fourth symphony, In the Shadow of No
Towers, both greeted with critical acclaim. www.mohammedfairouz.com
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University of Kansas Wind Ensemble

Described by The New York Times as “one of America’s most
esteemed concert bands,” the University of Kansas Wind Ensemble
is the premier wind band at the University of Kansas and is
conducted by Dr. Paul W. Popiel, Director of Bands. Their Carnegie
Hall début in 2013 was described by  Feast of Music as “showing
amazing chops in their transitions and an impressive range of
dynamics” and by The New York Times as performing “with polish,
assurance and copious spirit, eliciting a rousing ovation.” The
University of Kansas Wind Ensemble enjoys a long history of
excellence and musical leadership in the state of Kansas, across the
nation, and around the world. The ensemble has performed at every
major wind band and music education convention in the country, and

performed with musicians such as Aaron Copland, Vincent Persichetti, Percy Grainger, Karel Husa, Michael Colgrass,
and Frank Ticheli. The KU Wind Ensemble is at the forefront of the Naxos Wind Band Classics series, having made
four previous recordings: Redline Tango [8.570074], Wild Nights! [8.572129], Derivations [8.572629] and Landscapes
[8.573104]. The ensemble is committed to contemporary music and regularly commissions, premières, and records
new works. The group is also dedicated to the preservation of major works from the standard repertoire.

Paul W. Popiel

Paul W. Popiel is the Director of Bands at the University of Kansas, only the seventh
person to hold this position in the band’s 125-year history. He conducts the KU Wind
Ensemble, directs the graduate program in wind conducting, and guides all aspects of
the university band program. His previous appointments include the Indiana University
Jacobs School of Music and Oklahoma State University. He also enjoyed six years
teaching in the public schools of Texas and Michigan. His Carnegie Hall début in 2013,
featuring the music heard on this recording, was heralded by The New York Times:
“The ensemble, conducted by Paul W. Popiel, performed with polish, assurance and
copious spirit, eliciting a rousing ovation;” while New York’s Feast of Music said, “Give
credit to Popiel, a strong advocate for new music, who went for broke, succeeding in
showing us that there is, in fact, real, adventurous music being made over on the other
side of the rainbow.” Popiel has lectured and performed throughout North America,
Europe, Singapore, and Japan. He has produced several recordings for the Wind Band
Classics series on the Naxos label. A proponent of distinctive new music, Popiel has
commissioned and premièred numerous new works for wind ensemble and chamber

winds, including works by composers Mohammed Fairouz, Michael Torke, Kevin Walczyk, David Dzubay, Tamar
Diesendruck, and Joni Greene. He holds degrees from Truman State University, the University of Notre Dame, and
Michigan State University. A recipient of a Rotary International Ambassadorial Scholarship, he also earned a
Postgraduate Diploma in Twentieth-Century Music at the University of Bristol, England. Popiel was the Frank L. Battisti
Conducting Fellow serving as the Resident Conductor of the Boston University Tanglewood Institute. 

Ji Hye Jung

Ji Hye Jung is the assistant professor of percussion at the University of Kansas. Born in
South Korea, she began concertizing at the age of nine. She has performed as a soloist
with every major orchestra in Korea. Soon after relocating to the United States in 2004
she garnered consecutive first prizes at the 2006 Linz International Marimba
Competition and the 2007 Yale Gordon Concerto Competition in Baltimore.She
frequently collaborates with many of today’s most influential conductors and
instrumentalists. She has performed as soloist with David Robertson in Carnegie Hall
and made her concerto début with the Houston Symphony under the direction of Music
Director Hans Graf. She has also performed at the West Cork Chamber Music Festival
in Ireland, the Intimacy of Creativity in Hong Kong, the Grand Teton Music Festival,
Martha’s Vineyard Chamber Music Society, the Schleswig-Holstein Festival in Germany,
and the Grachtenfestival in Holland. She completed a master of music degree from the
Yale School of Music and a bachelor of music degree at the Peabody Institute of John
Hopkins University, both under the tutelage of Robert van Sice. As an artist endorser,
she represents Pearl/Adams instruments, Vic Firth sticks, and Zildjian cymbals.

Gwendolyn Burgett

Gwendolyn Burgett is currently associate professor of percussion at the Michigan State
University College of Music. She regularly gives master-classes at universities
throughout the United States and abroad. She is a percussion faculty member for the
Filarmónica Joven de Colombia and has been an instructor at the Interlochen Arts
Camp since 2005. Gwendolyn Burgett began her musical career very early, studying
piano and violin at the age of two. As a percussionist, she has maintained a career as
an active solo, chamber, and orchestral musician. She has performed solo and
chamber recitals throughout the United States, Asia, and South America. Her
enthusiasm for new music has brought collaboration in consortia to commission new
works from composers such as Alejandro Vinao, Peter Klatzow, Paul Lansky, Martin
Bresnick, John Serry, and Roshanne Etezady. She is currently principal percussionist
with the Lansing Symphony Orchestra. She has also performed with the Detroit
Symphony, Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, the Moscow Chamber Orchestra, the
Solisti New York Orchestra, the Grand Rapids Symphony, and the Traverse Symphony

Orchestra. In January 2012 she was a recipient of the Michigan State University Teacher Scholar Award, and was the
winner of the Keiko Abe Prize at the Second World Marimba competition in Okaya, Japan, and the top prizewinner at
the National Foundation for Advancement in the Arts’ ARTS competition. She has studied with world-renowned
professors Robert van Sice, Keiko Abe, and John Beck.
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Philip Glass’ Concerto Fantasy for
Two Timpanists and Orchestra ,
composed in 2000 and transcribed
for wind ensemble by Mark Lortz in
2004, is a significant addition to the
repertoire of large-scale works for
timpani. The work is rhythmically
galvanizing, sonically alluring, and
features virtuoso cadenzas for both
soloists. Symphony No. 4 ‘In the
Shadow of No Towers’ is Mohammed
Fairouz’s first major work for wind
ensemble, and its inspiration is the
provocative comic book by Art
Spiegelman, written shortly after the
terrorist attacks on September 11,
2001. Spiegelman himself has
commented: “I’m moved by [this]
scary, somber, and seriously silly
symphony... I’m honored that the
composer found an echo in my 
work that allowed him to strike a
responsive chord and express his
own complex responses to post 9/11
America. He emerges from the
rubble with a very tony piece of
high-brow cartoon music.”

Recorded at the Lied Center of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas,
USA, from 18th to 21st March, 2013
Producer: Dennis Fisher • Engineer: Colin Sean Mahoney
Editors: Paul W. Popiel and Colin Sean Mahoney
Project assistants: Sarah Labovitz, Michael Mapp, 
Chad Simons, Matthew Smith, Ji Hye Jung
Publishers: Dunvagen Music Publishers, Inc. (tracks 1-4); 
Peermusic Classical (tracks 5-8)
Booklet notes: Paul R. Laird
Cover Photo: Ulf Starke | Dreamstime.com
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(2000/2004)* 23:11

1 Movement 1 5:29
2 Movement 2 6:50
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Symphony No. 4 
‘In the Shadow of No Towers’ (2012)† 34:37

5 I. The New Normal** 9:48
6 II. Notes of a Heartbroken Narcissist 8:08
7 III. One Nation Under Two Flags 7:26
8 IV. Anniversaries 9:11
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University of Kansas Wind Ensemble
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